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Collaborating to Preserve

Digital Content
What Is It?

Open Source Peer to Peer

Decentralized

Digital Preservation Infrastructure

2 ASSUMPTIONS

Democracy -->Libraries

"Libraries are directly and immediately involved in

the conflict which divides our world, and for two

reasons. First, because they are essential to

the functioning of a democratic society.

Second, because the contemporary conflict

touches the integrity of scholarship, the

freedom of the mind, and even the survival of

culture, and libraries are the great tools of

scholarship, the great repositories of culture,

and the great symbols of the freedom of the

mind.” --Franklin Delano Roosevelt, 1942



Library -->Collections

A {research} library contains an
in-depth collection {= Unique
Materials}

in a particular subject field …or
in-depth collections in several
subject fields … ALA Glossary

Print Libraries

Resist attacks

• Natural disasters

• Ideology: stem cell research, evolution, women’s
reproductive care

• Government swings in policy

Self healing

• Inter library loan

• Preservation copies

Are a preservation system

The Web
Accidentally changed the business

relationship between librarians and
publishers.

With rare exceptions, libraries provide
access to web materials and do not take
physical custody of the content.

The role libraries have played in society for
hundreds of years as trusted keepers of
information and culture was disrupted.

Our digital cultural and intellectual heritage is
at risk.

http://www.lockss.org

MOTIVATION



Libraries

Librarians, with publisher
permission use LOCKSS to
build and preserve local
library collections and
leveraged them into a robust
international preservation
system

2 Key Questions

From this moment on,

• who will have custody

• who will control and govern

societies archival assets?

Community Governance

Library Custody

Community

Governance

Alliance

• Library membership organization

• Board of Directors

• Publisher advisory board

• Technical Policy Committee

• Staffed by project team members



Library Custody

Build e-collections

Preserve cultural and social assets for

future generations

–Use money wisely, access = payment

–Access when titles cancelled/cease

Reassert cultural memory role

The Community* Is Keeping

LOTS OF STUFF SAFE

Content that meets these criteria

1. Delivered via the web, http://

2. Has a stable URL structure

3. Has an authoritative version

FORMAT AGNOSTIC -- ALL FILE TYPES

*http://www.lockss.org/lockss/Libraries

E- Journals

http://www.lockss.org/lockss/Publishers_and_Titles



Government Documents

Collect government documents

Stores the documents in a secure server

Adds metadata and rationalizes document file
structure

Auburn
Louisville

Florida

State

Virginia

TechGeorgia Tech

Emory

Private

LOCKSS

Network

Archive & Special Materials

Animations

Databases

Datasets

Interactive

Resources

Moving Images

Still Images

Software

Sound

Text

Web Sites

Electronic Thesis & Dissertations

9  ASERL libraries are using OAI-PMH as

collection tool to preserve more than 13,000 ETDs

Private LOCKSS Network

Universities as publishers



Soon

BLOGS

How Does It Work?

Two Requirements

1. Library installs a

LOCKSS Box
http://www.lockss.org/lockss/Installing_LOCKSS

2. Publisher gives
permission Publisher Gives Permission



LOCKSS Boxes

Collection
Title 1 Title 2

Reader

LOCKSS

box

LOCKSS

box

LOCKSS Boxes

Preservation
Title 1 Title 2

Reader

LOCKSS

box

LOCKSS

box

Prevents the publisher from revoking access rights to back content

Access
Title 1 Title 2

Reader

LOCKSS

box

LOCKSS

box

LOCKSS and Local Networks

 publisher is available

LOCKSS

Publisher

PAC File

or Proxy



LOCKSS and Local Networks

 publisher is not available

LOCKSS

Publisher

PAC File

or Proxy

Instant

continuous

access

Look and Feel to Readers

When content is served to the user from

the LOCKSS Box

• Look and feel is as close as possible to

what the publisher published

• Preserve performance & presentation

Pre LOCKSS Post LOCKSS



Pre LOCKSS Post LOCKSS

Pre LOCKSS Post LOCKSS





Format Migration

“on the fly”

When content is requested

Process  is transparent to the reader

http://www.dlib.org/dlib/january05/

rosenthal/01rosenthal.html

Format Migration “on the fly”

Preserve the original look & feel. Value in
increasing amounts of content.

Reduce the cost of ingest. Preserve more
material per dollar.

Postpone costs of migration. Leverage time
value of money & technology cost curve.

Migrate material upon reader request.
Vastly lower the amount of content processed.

What the readers sees is the result of
the best possible technology at time of
access.

LOCKSS Box Interface



Actions

Take custody and governance of
assets

Stop continual payment for access

Control preservation and
collections processes

Maintain your library’s memory
role and relevance

JOIN US!!



www.lockss.org

Controlled
Lots of Copies Keep Stuff Safe

The Problem

Today’s digital content may not be

available tomorrow
– Libraries and publishers roles disrupted

– Libraries access/license, don’t take

custody/ownership

– Libraries for hundreds of years were trusted

keepers of information and culture

– New publisher partnerships are required for

libraries to remain memory organizations

Mission

CLOCKSS is a not-for-profit

community partnership between

publishers and libraries that is

developing a distributed, validated,

comprehensive archive that

preserves and ensures continuing

access to electronic scholarly

content.



Public Good Service

Establish a self-sustaining
secure archive

Ensure

• Content held on behalf of the broad
community

• Provide global access to all post
trigger event

• Keep costs low by raising funds to
subsidize operations & access

Libraries

Edinburgh University

Indiana University

New York Public Library

Rice University

Stanford University

University of Virginia

OCLC

More to be added worldwide

Publishers

American Chemical Society

American Medical Association

American Physiological Society

Blackwell Publishing

Elsevier

Institute of Physics

Nature Publishing Group

Oxford University Press

SAGE Publications

Springer

Taylor and Francis

John Wiley & Sons

Aim to add

all the rest

2 Key Questions

From this moment on,

• who will have custody

• who will control and govern

societies archival assets?



Community Governance

Library Custody

Community Governance

Librarians and Publishers making  strategic
decisions as equal partners

All key stakeholders represented

– University libraries & public libraries

– Commercial, society, university publishers

No single point of failure or institutional
interest will hinder long-term governance

Partner commitments founded upon library

stewardship & publisher responsibility

Trust in Library Stewardship

Decentralized, leverage worldwide library

infrastructure

The libraries hold content     custodians

On trigger event, Board insures content

becomes widely available

No single point of failure, nor institutional

interest prevents access

Libraries are here for the long term.

Equal Partners

Exploring social and business
models, working to build a full-
scale production system.

Initial costs shared equally; Library
of Congress (NDIIPP) providing
partial support.



Comprehensive Collections

Subscribed and unsubscribed

content

All file formats (video, sound,

images…)

Starting with journal content

Content in the archive stays in

the archive

How Does It Work?

Two Requirements

1. Install
CLOCKSS
Box(s)

2. Publisher gives
permission

Publisher Gives Permission



CLOCKSS: Web & source ingestion; Comprehensive

Collection
Title 1 Title 2

Preservation
Title 1 Title 2

Hosting

Platform

Access
Title 1 Title 2

Resilient

Many geographically distributed sites

Guard against natural or manmade failure

Many independently administered

repositories

Guard against censorship

Many open source software contributors

Guard against technical arrogance



LOCKSS       CLOCKSS

Global: Post trigger to

ALL

Local: When

publisher unavailable

Access (no fees)

Initial: Partners, Library

of Congress,

Ongoing: endowment

LOCKSS Alliance/

membership dues

Business

Library & publisher

board members

Library board,

publisher advisory

Governance

Under considerationGov Docs, ETDs,

Web Sites, Archival

Other Collections

Global: ComprehensiveLocal: Subscription,

open access

E-Journal

Collections

All files via http

Source files

All files via httpIngest

Library custody

Community governance

Library --> Collections

Democracy -->Libraries

We look forward to working together

Victoria Reich

Director LOCKSS Program

Stanford University Libraries

+1- 650-725-1134

vreich@stanford.edu


